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Empirical spectra for mechanical and wind waves measured in a large tank of the First 
Institute of Oceanography of China are presented. Analysis for the first and the second type of 
waves is done separately. It is shown that, in the case of mechanical waves with a steepness more 
than 0.2, the frequency spectra of waves evolve to ones with the tail decay 4.2 0.1( )S f f   , whilst 
the shape of spectra at large fetches is self-similar. Numerical solutions of the four-wave kinetic 
equation, written in the fetch-limited version, result in the same spectra. This allows treating the 
empirical observations for mechanical waves as the natural evolution of free nonlinear surface 
waves. In the case of wind waves, the wave spectra evolve to ones with the tail decay 
4.0 0.05( )S f f    at fetches X greater than 8 meters, under any applied winds. The well-known 
Toba’s “three-second relation”, 3/2
pH T , between the mean wave height, H, and the peak period, 
Tp, is well fulfilled. Though, the intensities of spectra tails do not follow the Toba’s ratio, 
4
*( ) ( )S f gu f
 , rather they better correspond to the ratio 2 4
* *( ) ( / ) ( )
pS f u Xg gu f   with p = 1/3. 
Moreover, the shape of the wind-wave spectra is not self-similar. Discussion of the results is 
presented. 
 
 
 
1. Introduction 
Laboratory tanks are widely used for studying properties of both mechanical and wind waves, 
and numerous processes in the air-sea boundary layer (see references in Donelan et al, 2004; 
Babanin and Haus 2009; Longo et al. 2012; Mitsuasu 2015; Zavadsky & Shemer 2017, among 
others). The real advantage of tank studies resides in a good control of the ambient state. Due to 
this preference, the tank measurements allow to find numerous fine results dealing with the 
following phenomena: drift currents (Wu,  1975); features of the wind-wave evolution (Toba 
1972, 1973; Zavadsky at al. 2017; Zavadsky & Shemer 2017); air-sea interaction phenomena 
(Donelan et al. 2004; Troizkaya et al. 2012); wind and current profiles, and turbulence 
parameters at the air-sea interface (Longo 2012; Longo et al. 2012); dissipation rate of the 
turbulence kinetic energy in a water layer under wavy surface (Babanin & Haus 2009; Polnikov 
et al. 2019); and wave-induced vertical mixing (Dai et al. 2010). These empirical results gave 
rise to numerous theoretical investigations aimed to explain observations (e.g., Kitagorodskii 
1983; Phillips 1985; Zakharov 2017; Polnikov 2019; among numerous others). But not all of 
empirical results are clear till now, and they are needed of further investigation, confirmation, 
and elaboration. 
To this aim, we have executed our own laboratory experiment with mechanical and wind 
waves, devoted to studying a wide scope of problems, including: wave- and wind-induced drift 
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currents; vertical profiles of currents in their relation to the turbulence production under a wavy 
surface; and empirical estimations of the turbulent diffusivity provided by the wave motions. 
Unexpectedly, it turns out that even initial data processing, related to the wave spectrum 
evolution, revealed a lot of interesting results, some part of which is closely related to ones in 
(Toba 1973).  
For mechanical waves, we found that on a length of the tank, under certain initial conditions, 
the wave frequency spectra, ( )S f , evolve to have the tail decay 4.2 0.1( )S f f   . Herewith, for the 
initial wave steepness greater 0.2, the spectral shape becomes self-similar at fetches X greater 12 
meters. This empirical effect is revealed for the first time. Below, it is treated as the explicit 
manifestation of the four-wave nonlinear interactions for surface waves. 
In the case of wind waves, the wave spectra evolve to ones with the tail decay 4.0 0.05( )S f f   . 
This effect is realized at fetches X greater 8 meters for any applied wind speeds. The well-known 
“three-second relation”, 3/2
pH T  (Toba, 1972), between the mean wave height, H, and the peak 
period, Tp, is well fulfilled. Though, the intensities of spectra tails do not follow the Toba’s ratio, 
4
*( ) ( )S f gu f
  (Toba, 1973), for measured values of the friction velocity, *u . The spectra tails 
correspond better to the ratio 2 4
* *( ) ( / ) ( )
pS f u Xg gu f  , with the power parameter p = 1/3. It means 
the stronger dependence of the spectral intensity on *u  at fixed fetch X, with respect to the 
mentioned Toba’s dependence. Additionally, owing to a large size of the tank used, the fetch-
dependence of the wind-wave spectral tail intensity is also revealed. Moreover, we found that the 
shape of the wind-wave spectra, ( )S f , is not self-similar.   
As far as all these results have reasonable physical importance, we present them here in a 
short version with details sufficient for the express information.  
Layout of the paper is the following. In Sect. 2, the equipment and details of measurements 
are described. In Sect. 3, results for mechanical waves are presented, followed by Sect. 4 with 
the proper analysis. Sect. 5 is devoted to the wind-wave spectra results, the analysis of which is 
given in Sect. 6. A short discussion of the results is presented in Sect. 7. Conclusions are given in 
the Abstract. 
 
2. Equipment and measurements description 
In our experiment, we have used the wind-wave tank of the First Institute of Oceanography of 
MNR (FIO), located in Qingdao, China. A sketch of the tank is shown in figure 1. 
 
 
FIGURE 1. A sketch of the tank. WGs are the wave gauges, PT are the Pitot tubes, ADV is the set of the 
Acoustic Doppler Velocimeters, IP is the set for injecting in water float-particles or color dye.  
The WGs locations and sizes of the tank, water depth, and air space are shown. The width of the tank is 1 m. 
 
For the wave measuring, the capacity wave–gauges (WG) were used. The Pitot tubes (PT) and 
three Acoustic Doppler Velocimeters (ADV) were used for measuring the wind- and current-
profiles, respectively. Locations of WGs, sizes of the tank, water depth, and air space are shown 
in figure 1. Locations of WG1-WG4 are below marked as points P1-P4, respectively. 
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The wind is provided by the fan located at the outlet of the tank. Closed circulation of the 
wind was realized (not shown). PT have five channels located at horizons z1 =7 cm, z2 = 10cm, 
z3 = 14 cm, z4 = 25 cm, and z5 = 40cm. For wind greater 10 m/s, all tubes were 1.2 cm upper. 
Two kinds of mechanical waves were studied: regular, quasi monochromatic waves (MR), 
and waves with a wide spectral band (MW) alike Pierson-Moscowiz (PM) or JONSWAP (JW) 
wave spectra (Komen et al, 1994). These waves were provided by the wave maker with three 
initial frequencies: 1.5, 1.0, and 0.7 Hz, and with 3-5 amplitudes at each initial frequency: from 
HS = 1 cm to HS =20 cm (here HS is the wave-maker equivalent of a significant wave height for 
generated waves). All these wave parameters were provided by the wave-maker computer. 
Another type of waves was the wind-waves (WW) generated by the fan wind, W. The values 
of W are approximately equal to the wind speed at the mid of the air part of the tank (z = 40 cm). 
Five values of wind W were applied: 4, 6, 8, 10, and 12 m/s. 
The WG-records were 10 minutes long, with the sampling of 50 Hz. The same duration was 
used for measurements with PT, which have the record-averaging of 1 min. Processing the WG 
and PT data were done within the MATLAB software. For the wave-spectra evaluation, the AR- 
and the Welch-method were used. As the data-series have 30 thousands points (more than a 
thousand of dominant periods), the 95% confidence intervals are very small. In the bi-
logarithmic coordinates, they are [+10%, -12%] and [+15%, -20%] for the AR-method and the 
Welch-method, respectively. According to the statistical theory, the proper std-errors for the 
spectral intensities are about 3% and 5%. As well known (Kay, 1988), both methods are 
equivalent for estimating the spectral tail shape, though the AR-method is preferable for the 
peak-parameters estimating, whilst the Welch-method does for the spectrum-tail intensity. 
 
Fetch 8 m 12 m 20.5 m 
Puddle frequency  fp =1.5 Hz 
Puddle 
Hs, cm 
a, 
cm 
fp , 
Hz  
kp, 
r/m 
akp, 
n/d 
a, 
cm 
fp , 
Hz 
kp, 
r/m 
akp, 
n/d 
a, 
cm 
fp , 
Hz 
kp, 
r/m 
akp, 
n/d 
3 1.41 1.49 8.9 0.126 1.36 1.49 8.9 0.12 1.15 1.49 8.9 0.10 
5 2.31 1.49 8.9 0.21 2.13 1.49 8.9 0.19 1.93 1.48 8.8 0.17 
7 (30%) 2.95 1.48 8.9 0.26 2.76 1.48 8.9 0.25 2.45 1.43 8.2 0.20 
10(50%) 3.46 1.48 8.9 0.31 3.20 1.48 8.8 0.28 2.44 1.36 7.4 0.18 
Puddle frequency  fp=1.0Hz 
3 1.09 1.0 4.0 0.044 1.03 1.0 4.0 0.04 0.98 1.0 4.0 0.04 
5 1.85 1.0 4.0 0.074 1.74 1.0 4.0 0.07 1.66 1.0 4.0 0.07 
7 2.60 1.0 4.0 0.105 2.45 1.0 4.0 0.10 2.37 1.0 4.0 0.09 
10 3.63 1.0 4.0 0.15 3.48 1.0 4.0 0.14 3.39 1.0 4.0 0.14 
15 5.21 1.0 4.0 0.21 5.03 1.0 4.0 0.20 4.94 0.99 4.0 0.20 
Puddle frequency  fp=0.7Hz 
15 3.70 0.7 1.97 0.073 3.70 0.7 1.97 0.07 3.63 0.7 1.97 0.07 
20 4.80 0.7 1.97 0.095 5.03 0.7 1.97 0.10 4.80 0.7 1.97 0.09 
TABLE1. Main parameters for mechanical regular waves 
Note. In the first column, the percentage of breaking is shown in brackets. The steepness values are shadowed. 
 
3. Results for mechanical waves 
3a. Regular waves (MR-waves) 
The main parameters for MR-waves are given in table 1, where  
1/2
2 ( )a S f df  is the mean 
wave amplitude, fp is the peak frequency, kp is the peak wave-number, and akp is the mean 
steepness. 
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As one can see, the initial steepness akp for MR-waves varies widely, having a reasonable 
decrease if the starting values are greater 0.2. For these values of akp, some visible plunging 
breaking takes place, though this makes no remarkable impact on the wave-spectrum evolution. 
The main feature of the wave-spectrum evolution is the achieving spectral shape with the tail 
decay 4.2 0.1( )S f f    at the tank fetches (even at point P3 = 15.5 m) for the runs with initial akp 
greater 0.2. The typical frequency spectra, S(f), for the runs with the puddle parameters Hs = 3-
10 cm and fp = 1.5 Hz are shown in figure 2(a). After normalization S(f) by S(fp ) and f  by fp , the 
spectral shape becomes selfsimilar, ( )sfS f  (figure 2(b)). 
        
FIGURE 2. (a) MR-waves spectra at P4 = 20.5 m for runs with the puddle Hs = 3 - 10 cm and initial fp = 1.5 Hz. 
(b) normalized MR-waves spectra at P4 for runs Hs = 7 and 10 cm, and initial fp = 1.5 Hz. 
Bold black lines with digits show the law of the power-decay for spectra tails (the error is about 2-3%). 
 
For waves with the same Hs but  fp ≤ 1.0Hz , having initial akp < 0.2,  the form ( )sfS f  is not 
achieved at point P4 =20.5 m, possibly, due to a rather small fetch for these waves in the tank. 
 
3b. Wide band spectra waves (MW-waves) 
Parameters for MW-waves are very similar to ones shown in table 1, for this reason they are 
not presented here. The main difference is very small initial steepness akp (for PM-spectra they 
are of the order 0.05). Herewith, in the case of JW-spectrum with Hs = 15 cm and fp = 1.0 Hz, 
akp becomes of the order of 0.11. It is only in this case, the spectral shape for MW-waves 
evolved radically, having a tendency to reach the self-similar form. This evolution is shown in 
figure 3, where it is seen that for the fetches longer the length of the tank, the self-similar shape 
( )sfS f  has a tendency to be eventually established.  
 
4. Analysis of results for mechanical waves 
Establishing the self-similar spectral shape resembles the known results of numerical 
solutions of the four-wave kinetic equation (KE) (e.g., Badulin et al, 2005; Polnikov and Qiao, 
2019). Thus, this effect can be treated as the typical evolution of the nonlinear surface waves. 
To check this idea, we have solved numerically the fetch-limited version of the KE, which, in 
the stationary case, has the kind 
     ( / 2 ) ( ) / ( )NLg S x I S    ,              (1) 
where ( )NLI S  is the four-wave kinetic integral (see the last references). It was found that for a 
proper initial steepness and very narrow angular distribution proportional to cos
20
(θ-θ0), indeed, 
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numerical spectra achieve the self-similar shapes at the fetches of the order 20 m and more. 
Though, the numerical frequency width of the spectral peak is twice greater (figure 4).  
       
      FIGURE 3. The spectrum shapes at 
points P1, P2, and P4, for the case of JW-
spectrum for MW-waves with Hs = 15 cm 
and fp = 1.0 Hz 
 
      FIGURE 4. Normalized empirical and 
numerical spectra. Two coinciding lines for the 
latter means the normalized numerical spectra at 
fetches of 15 and 20 m for MR-waves with Hs =7 
cm and fp =1.5 Hz. 
 
 
This difference is not so important from the physical viewpoint and becomes clear, if one take 
into attention a discrepancy between the empirical and numerical initial spectral shapes, which is 
stipulated by the numerical restrictions of using the KE (Zakharov, 2017). Despite this 
discrepancy, in our mind, numerical results allow us to conclude that the observed empirical 
effect (formatting the self-similar spectrum shape for mechanical waves in the tank) is the real 
evidence of natural evolution of the nonlinear surface waves. This statement finalizes the current 
analysis for mechanical waves, the extended discussion of which will be continued in Sect. 7. 
 
5. Results for wind waves 
The wind waves were generated by the fan for five different speeds, W: 4, 6, 8, 10, and 12 
m/s. The main parameters of wind waves are shown in table 2 (intensity of breaking was not 
fixed). 
 
Position P1 = 8 m P2 = 12 m P4 = 20.5 m 
Fan  
wind 
W, m/s 
a, 
cm 
fp , 
Hz 
kp, 
r/m 
akp, 
n/d 
a, 
cm 
fp , 
Hz 
kp, 
r/m 
akp, 
n/d 
a, 
cm 
fp , 
Hz 
kp, 
r/m 
akp, 
n/d 
4 0.29 4.84 94.2 0.27 0.53 3.58 51.5 0.27 0.75 2.56 26.3 0.20 
6 0.50 3.82 58.7 0.29 0.77 2.89 33.6 0.26 1.06 2.17 18.9 0.20 
8 0.74 3.36 45.4 0.34 1.01 2.64 28.0 0.28 1.53 2.0 16.1 0.25 
10 1.01 2.85 32.6 0.33 1.33 2.32 21.6 0.29 2.09 1.78 12.7 0.26 
12 1.24 2.74 30.2 0.37 1.65 2.06 17.0 0.28 2.54 1.67 11.2 0.28 
TABLE 2. Main parameters for wind waves 
Note. The steepness values are shadowed. 
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The proper growth relations for the dimensionless energy, 2 2 4( / 2) /E a g W , and the 
spectrum peak frequency, (2 ) /p pf W g   , with the dimensionless wave fetch, 
2
/X Xg W , 
have a kind typical for wind waves (Komen et al, 1994, Toba, 1973). In terms of fan wind W, 
they are 
3 1.05 0.17.5 10E X         and     0.35 0.316.0p X
   ,          (2) 
what correlates very well with the Toba’s ratio, 2 3/2* *6.2 10 pH T
  , if one uses in (2) the 
normalization by 
*u  with the drag coefficient dC = 10
-3
 . Thus, for the growth laws, we have no 
new results. Though, results for the spectral shapes have some novelty. 
 
       
FIGURE 5. The ensemble of wind-wave spectra at point P4 =20.5 m. (a) ordinary spectra; (b) nomalized spectra. 
Bold black lines with digits show the law of the power-decay for spectra tails (the error is about 2-3%). 
 
 
First of all, consider the ensemble of spectra for winds W = 4-12 m/s at final point P4 (figure 
5(a)). One can see that all spectra have the same decay law, 4.0 0.05( )S f f   , for f  > 2fp. Though, 
in this range, a very wide splitting of intensities takes place. Herewith, the “-4” slopes, shown by 
the inclined strait lines in figure 5(a), do not cover the peak range of the spectra. This result is the 
same as in figure 4 in (Toba, 1973), though, it seems that the spectral shape is not self-similar. 
This fact is evidently seen in figure 5(b) for the normalized spectra (only three spectra are shown 
for simplicity). This is the first radical deviation of our results from the statement in Toba(1973) 
that the wind waves in a tank have a self-similar shape. 
Second deviation we found after multiplying the spectra by the factor f
 4
 (figures 6(a,b)). To 
interpret them, we attracted estimations of the friction velocities *u  realized in our tank. They 
are shown in table 3 (errors are about 20% for W ≤ 6 m/s and 10% otherwise). Note that in 
different part of the tank, the values of *u  differ nearly in 1.5 times for wind W = 4 m/s, and do 
in 2 times for W = 12 m/s. (Similar results were presented, with no analysis, in Longo (2012), 
figure 4). These facts are very important for treating the spectra tails results.. 
From figures 6(a, b), it is clearly seen the following: (i) the intensity of the auxiliary value, 
4( )I S f f  , depends on *u  stronger than linearly: nearly five times in figure 6(a) and 10 times 
in figure 6(b); (ii) intensity I depends on fetch X (explicitly seen for W = 4 and 8 m/s in figure 
6(b)). These are the new results not described by Toba(1973).  
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6. Analysis of results for wind waves 
Treating the results for wind waves is based on the estimations of 
*u . From table 3, it is seen 
that this value strongly changes along the tank what is typical for the tank experiments (Toba, 
1972; Longo, 2012). Using the constancy of value 4( )I S f f  and better estimations of *u , 
compared with Toba(1972) (it seems that 
*u  presented in table 1 of (Toba, 1972) are 
overestimated), allow us to quantify the stronger dependence I on 
*u , shown in figures 6(a,b). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
TABLE 3. Estimations for *u  and  W10 in the tank 
 
Herewith, a small visible deviation of the upmost tail in figure 6(b) from a fixed value can be 
induced by the Doppler shift of frequency f due to wind drift. As noted in (Donelan et al, 1985), 
this effect plays a minor role for waves with  f  less 10 Hz, therefore it is neglected hereafter. 
 
      
FIGURE 6. Wind-wave Welch-spectra multiplied by the factor f
 4
 : (a) point P2, and (b) point P4. 
 
The quantified tail intensities of our spectra 
*( , )S f u  could be written in the Toba’s form 
4
* *( , ) TS f u C gu f
 ,                         (3) 
with TC  varying in range 
4(1 3) 10  . As seen from figures 6(a,b), form (3) does not accurately 
corresponds to our results for any fixed TC . To treat this fact, we supposed that the Toba’s form 
 
 
Fan 
wind, 
m/s 
Location PT 
at X = 9 m 
Location PT   
at X= 20 m 
Mean 
*u , 
cm/s 
Mean W10 , 
m/c 
Mean 
*u , 
cm/s 
Mean W10 , 
m/c 
4 8.2 4.8 12.5 5.3 
6 11.7 6.6 17.5 7.6 
8 14.4 8.5 27.8 10.3 
10 20.4 10.8 40 13.3 
12 28.2 12.5 53 15.8 
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(3) should be generalized to form 4* * *( , ) ( , )pS f u F f u gu f
 , with the dimensionless factor 
*( , )pF f u  that does not change the tail dependence, 
4( )S f f  . The simplest version, 
* *( , ) ( / )
n
n pF f u C f u g , with the parameter n = 1, results in the tail of the form 
4 2 1/3 4
* 1 * * 1 * *( , ) ( / ) ( / )pS f u C f u g gu f C u Xg gu f
    ,          (4) 
where the second ratio of (2) is used. The form (4) with fixed value 34 4.1 10С
  corresponds 
to the results shown in figures 6(a,b) much better (errors are less than 50%) than form (3) (errors 
are more 200%). Moreover, the form (4) gives the generalization of form (3) to the fetch-
dependence for the wind-wave spectra tail, the presence of which was widely discussed earlier 
(e.g., Donelan et al, 1985).  
The said above finalizes treating the wind-fetch-dependence for the wind-wave spectra tail. 
The self-similarity absence for the spectral shape needs no long discussion, as it is evidently 
seen from figure 5(b). Some extent of self-similarity takes place in the spectral peak range, only. 
That allows us to state that the full wind-wave spectra in a tank cannot be found as the self-
similar solution of pure KE(1), in contrary to statements in (Badulin et al, 2005; Zakharov,2017).   
 
7. Discussion 
First, we continue the analysis of origin the self-similar spectra for mechanical waves. Despite 
of some extent of wave breaking and inevitable destruction the wave-motion potentiality, in our 
mind, the executed numerical simulations allows considering mechanical waves in a tank as free 
ones. Results of the KE (1) solutions, shown in figure 4, support this viewpoint.  
Note that in the case of quasi-unidirected mechanical waves, the traditional KE should result 
in the zero evolution, due to vanishing the four-wave kinetic integral kernel having the exact 
resonances for both four frequencies and wave-vectors (Chalikov, 2012; Zakharov, 2017). But in 
reality, the exact resonance between four waves involved in the interaction, as shown in 
(Zaslavskii and Polnikov, 1998), is not necessary, and small deviations from the resonance may 
lead to a non-zero energy transfer and wave evolution. This effect was numerically confirmed in 
(Chalikov, 2012), what closes the physical part of the empirical results treatment. Detailed 
numerical manifestation of this effect is out of this paper, as it needs a separate consideration.  
Regarding the wind waves, we should add the following. For long time, the Toba’s 
conclusion about the self-similarity of the wind-wave spectra shape in a tank with the spectral 
tail (3) was widely recognized. This fact was treated as the Kolmogorov spectra (Kitagorodskii, 
1983; Phillips, 1985) following from the KE solution (Badulin et al, 2005; Zakharov, 2017). But 
recently, it was numerically proved (Polnikov, 2018) that the wind-wave spectra tails could have 
very different forms, as the tail slopes are fully defined by the input In and dissipation Dis terms 
added to term ( )NLI S  in the r.h.s of KE (1). Formally, the spectral tail (4) can be numerically 
simulated if proper parameterizations for the In and Dis terms are chosen. Though, the physical 
reason of robust formation the spectral tail 4( )S f f   in a tank, for any fetches and winds, is not 
clear. This makes a great challenge for theoreticians. 
The answer to this challenge could reside in accounting the following two facts. First, the 
dimension of value 4( )I S f f  is [L
2
/T
3
], what corresponds to the dimension of dissipating rate 
of the turbulence kinetic energy, ε. Thus, the constancy of I  means a constancy of ε in the tail 
range of wind-wave spectrum. Second, the value I  is proportional to 4( )S f f df , i.e., to the 
second power of the local steepness, 2 2( ) ( )a f k f . This means that the value of wave steepness 
is constant in the tail range. Both these facts could prompt the solution of the posed problem. 
Finally, we note that the absence of self-similarity for the wind-wave spectra in a tank, shown 
in figure 5(b), and the significant generalization of the Toba’s result (3) up to result (4),  
followed from figures 6(a,b), of course, are needed their confirmation and elaboration in future 
experiments. The results for mechanical waves are needed their detailed numerical simulations. 
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